Redefining Custody

What Does Digital Custody Look Like?

As digital finance becomes too big to ignore, our industry is reimagining what it means to be a custodian. Our experts explore the new battleground in asset servicing.

GET THEIR PERSPECTIVE
Clarity Across Your Portfolio

State Street Alpha℠ for Private Markets

Today’s private markets are more accessible – and more desirable – to investors than ever before. But fragmented processes, teams, systems and data can make managing your public and private assets a challenge. Until now.

LEARN MORE  STATE STREET ALPHA℠

Speaking of Alpha

The Evolution of Outsourced Data Management

Tasked with managing a complex data infrastructure while minimizing costs, technology and operations teams are increasingly re-evaluating their models. We review how outsourcing can help investment firms and asset owners streamline operations and launch new products faster.

GET THE DETAILS
Active Fixed-Income ETFs

Untapped Potential

Innovation in the exchange traded fund market abounds. As the ETF landscape grows, we spoke with Avi Sharon, ETFs trailblazer and product strategist at PIMCO, to get his perspective on what’s moving the industry forward.